Experiment-based model validation Model updating Design of experiments Predictive maturity index Coverage a b s t r a c t Validation experiments are conducted at discrete settings within an operational domain to assess the predictive maturity of a model that is ultimately used to predict over the entire operational domain. Unless this domain is sufficiently explored with validation experiments, satisfactory model performance at these discrete, tested settings would be insufficient to ensure satisfactory model performance throughout the entire operational domain. The goal of coverage metrics is then to reveal how well a set of validation experiments represents an operational domain. The authors identify the criteria of an exemplary coverage metric, evaluate the ability of existing coverage metrics to fulfill these criteria, and propose a new, improved coverage metric. The proposed metric favors interpolation over extrapolation through a penalty function, causing the metric to prefer a design of validation experiments near the boundaries of the domain, while simultaneously exploring inside the domain. Furthermore, the proposed metric allows the coverage to account for the relative influence of each dimension of the domain on the model output. Application of the proposed coverage metric on a practical, non-trivial twodimensional problem is demonstrated on the Viscoplastic Self-Consistent material plasticity code for 5182 aluminum alloy. Furthermore, the proposed metric is compared to existing coverage metrics considering a high dimensional problem with application to the Rosenbrock function.
dashed line suggesting a notional curve, which represents the underestimated predictions of the trained discrepancy bias in untested regions of the domain. To mitigate this problem, it is essential to conduct validation experiments at settings that provide a representation of the entire operational domain. A quantitative measure of the ability of a set of validation experiments to represent the entire domain is referred to as coverage.
The concept of coverage has recently been included in Predictive Maturity Index (PMI), a metric developed to quantify the predictive capability of a numerical model [3] . Predictive capability, which is concerned with the ability of predictions to reproduce experimental measurements, inherently requires consideration of the coverage of validation experiments. Thus, coverage is treated as one of four components in the PMI and has a major role in quantifying the predictive maturity of a model. With such importance placed upon coverage, it is critical for coverage to be determined using the most refined definition available. In Section 2 of this paper, we identify four essential criteria for a satisfactory coverage metric.
Several coverage metrics are discussed in the literature (see for instance, Atamturktur et al. [8] , Hemez et al. [3] , and Stull et al. [9] ) all of which have drawbacks. The metric developed in Atamturktur et al. [8] supplies a counterintuitive value and does not discern between interpolative and extrapolative regions of the domain. The metric from Hemez et al. [3] does not account for validation experiments added within the bounds of existing validation experiments, and the coverage metric in Stull et al. [9] is subjective, possibly leading to different conclusions between experts. In Section 3, we overview these three abovementioned coverage metrics from the literature and investigate the ability of each metric to meet the identified criteria from Section 2.
In Section 4 of this paper, a new coverage metric is proposed that alleviates the drawbacks of the existing metrics and satisfies all identified criteria. Section 5 demonstrates the applications of the proposed metric on a non-trivial problem of polycrystal plasticity and compares it to existing coverage metrics. In Section 6, the effect of dimensionality on the proposed coverage metrics is investigated focusing on a high-dimensional Rosenbrock function. Section 7 concludes the paper suggesting alternative uses of the proposed coverage metric.
Characteristics of exemplar coverage definition
Four criteria can be identified as essential characteristics for any coverage metric:
1. Coverage should improve if a new validation experiment is conducted at new, untested settings within the domain; 2. Poorer coverage should result from a clustered arrangement of validation experiments that limits exploration to certain regions of the domain, than an equal number of validation experiments spread more evenly throughout the domain; 3. Coverage should distinguish between interpolation and extrapolation, due to the lack of finite bounds for extrapolation; 4. Coverage should be objective, not subjective.
The first criterion is based on the postulation that conducting new validation experiments at untested settings provides additional information for model validation, leading to a greater predictive maturity. If a validation experiment has already been conducted at that setting, then a repeated validation experiment should provide no additional coverage. 1 The second criterion is focused on even distribution of validation experiments as suggested by distance-based experimental designs [10] . Design strategies that spread points throughout the domain, particularly in input dimensions that have significant influence on the output of the model, result in lower average prediction errors [11] . This is due to the fact that space-filling designs focus on global approximation of the model [12] . The second criterion therefore attempts to incorporate the benefits of space-filling designs into the coverage metric, which are favorable in the presence of systematic error [13] .
The third criterion is motivated by the assertion from experts that empirical models should not be used outside the range of calibration experiments [14] [15] [16] [17] . As Montgomery [17] warns, it is possible for a model to provide poor predictions outside the region of the available data even though the model may fit the observations well. Such objections to extrapolation are primarily due to the lack of clear bounds for extrapolation, which are well defined for an interpolative problem. 2 Fig. 1 . Potential error in discrepancy estimation (reprinted with permission from [24] ). 1 While conducting experiments at previously sampled settings may provide information about the experimental variability, coverage metrics neglect the benefits of replication. 2 In the context of this work, "interpolation" refers to all predictions made within the region of validation experiments defined by a convex hull, and "extrapolation" refers only to predictions made outside the corresponding range of validation experiments. Under this definition, it is assumed that the Experimental design strategies that concentrate runs near the boundaries of the domain, similar to an entropy-based experimental design as described in [13] , tend to reduce the maximum prediction error [11] . Thus, the third criterion encourages experiments to be located near the boundaries of the domain, which is particularly favorable in the presence of random error [13] . The fourth criterion is straightforward; a coverage based upon hard evidence should be more credible and reliable than one based on an individual's opinion. A metric that heavily relies on expert opinion may lead to different conclusions between different experts, whereas an objective metric is consistent and repeatable. Implementing methods that probabilistically quantify an expert's opinion, such as those discussed in [18] however may alleviate the inconsistencies one might face due to subjectivity.
Earlier definitions of coverage
This section reviews and compares coverage metrics defined earlier in the published literature. Herein, the suitability of a coverage metric is measured by the ability to satisfy the four aforementioned criteria.
Atamturktur et al. [8]
Coverage is determined in Atamturktur et al. [8] using a sensitivity adjusted nearest-neighbor metric. By definition of this metric, control parameter ranges that define the operational domain are first normalized between 0 and 1. Next, each control parameter dimension is scaled according to the sensitivity of the model output to that particular control parameter, where a greater sensitivity causes the control parameter dimension to dilate placing focus on more sensitive model inputs.
To approximate the sensitivity of each control parameter, Atamturktur et al. [8] exploits the correlation length of the Gaussian Process Model (GPM) emulators trained to replace the computationally demanding physics models.
The scaled hyper-dimensional domain is covered by a sufficient number of uniformly distributed grid points and each grid point is appointed to the nearest validation experiment. 3 Fig. 2a shows the partitioning of the domain into nearestneighbor regions. The distance between each grid point and associated nearest validation experiment is summed for all grid points and normalized by the total number of grid points, as shown in Eq. (1):
where parameter nnm represents the nearest-neighbor metric value, g represents the total number of grid points, and min (d E;i ) is the minimum distance of the ith grid point to the nearest validation experiment calculated within a sensitivity scaled multidimensional domain. The result is a value that represents the average normalized and sensitivity-scaled distance between each point in the domain to the corresponding nearest validation experiment. Decreasing this value improves the coverage.
The nearest-neighbor metric of Atamturktur et al. [8] is sensitive to the addition of a new validation experiment as well as the clustering of validation experiments. The metric is also objective. However, the metric is incapable of showing preference to interpolation over extrapolation. As shown in Fig. 2b , both grid point A and B are an equal distance from the nearest neighboring validation experiment and thus, are treated similarly by the nearest neighbor metric even though point A involves an interpolative prediction, while point B involves extrapolative prediction. Furthermore, the nearest-neighbor metric supplies a counter-intuitive value where improvement in coverage is represented by a decreasing value, whereas the coverage defined using the methods presented in Hemez et al. [3] and Stull et al. [9] , as discussed in the following sections, supply intuitive indicators of coverage.
Hemez et al. [3]
In Hemez et al. [3] , coverage is quantified in two steps. First, the convex hull, or multidimensional domain with the smallest convex volume, of the validation experiments is defined. Next, the ratio between the volume of the convex hull and the volume of the operational domain is calculated. The metric can be calculated according to Eq. (2):
where η c represents the coverage and V( Á ) is a function that calculates the volume of a multidimensional domain. Ω CH is the convex hull that surrounds the validation experiments while Ω V denotes the operational domain. The metric proposed by Hemez et al. [3] has a profound ability to show the distinction between interpolation and extrapolation. Moreover, the (footnote continued) mechanics or physics principles do not change within the region of validation experiments relative to those captured by the model. If the phenomenology changes "between" these validation experiments, then one can no longer distinguish an interpolative prediction of the model from an extrapolative prediction. 3 Sufficiency of the number of grid points will be discussed later in Section 4.
metric is objective. This metric however, is controlled by the positioning of the experiments at the boundaries of the domain, where the addition of experiments within the convex hull fails to reflect improvement in the coverage, as shown with experiment A in Fig. 3 . Hemez et al. [19] suggests that better definitions of coverage could be developed and applied to the PMI to account for the number and overall spread of validation experiments.
Stull et al. [9]
The metric defined in Stull et al. [9] creates a convex hull around each individual validation experiment rather than a single convex hull containing every experiment. The coverage is then defined as the ratio of the summation of the convex hulls surrounding the validation experiments to the convex hull defining the domain, which can be expressed as:
where Ω E,i is the convex hull surrounding the kth validation experiment and N is the total number of validation experiments. Note that in Eq. (3), the intersections of convex hulls that double count the coverage are subtracted from the total volume according to the well-known principle of inclusion and exclusion [20] . Therefore, if the convex hulls from more than one validation experiment overlap, the area is only counted once. The metric proposed by Stull et al. [9] is subjective as the size of the convex hull surrounding each validation experiment is based on expert opinion. 4 Furthermore, with this metric, a validation experiment could be added without improving the 4 A more objective criterion could also be used, where the size of each convex hull surrounding a validation experiment is based on a gradient-based sensitivity analysis. The size of the convex hull can be inversely proportional to the gradient of the model predictions around that particular experiment. coverage, provided that the existing convex hulls completely engulf the convex hull of an additional validation experiment, as shown in Fig. 4 with experiment A.
Stull et al. [9] 's metric neither recognizes large unexplored regions in the domain nor differentiates between interpolation and extrapolation as the validation experiments could be clustered in one region of the domain and achieve the same coverage as a more distributed arrangement provided that there is no overlap of the convex hulls, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The metric proposed by Stull et al. [9] should be given more credit than Figs. 4-6 suggest, which present carefullychosen, problematic situations for this metric. Using expert opinion to vary the size of the convex hull associated with each individual validation experiment may alleviate some limitations and provide an improved quantification of coverage. However, doing so forces the metric to rely on expert opinion and increases subjectivity.
The discussion presented in this section is summarized in Table 1 . Note that each metric fails at least one criterion but each criterion is passed by at least one metric.
Proposed coverage definition
Due to the ability to already pass three of the four criteria, the coverage metric presented in Atamturktur et al. [8] is modified to account for the difference between interpolative and extrapolative predictions by adding an extrapolation penalty based upon the convex hull utilized in Hemez et al. [3] . Additionally, the metric is transformed to provide a more intuitive coverage value, in which a greater value indicates improved coverage of the domain. 
Penalizing extrapolative predictions in the coverage metric
The nearest-neighbor metric is first modified to differentiate between interpolative and extrapolative predictions. A convex hull encompasses the validation experiments as in Hemez et al. [3] , dividing zones of interpolation and extrapolation, as shown in Fig. 7 . Grid points that lie outside the zone of interpolation are subject to an extrapolation penalty equal to the minimum distance between the grid point and the zone of interpolation. This penalty is added to the distance between the grid point and the nearest validation experiment, as shown in Eq. (4):
where d ZI,i is minimum distance between the ith grid point and the zone of interpolation. Distances d E and d ZI are shown in Fig. 7 . Applying this extrapolation penalty increases nnm and thus, reduces coverage. Through this penalty, validation experiments are encouraged to be positioned nearer the boundaries of the domain, reducing the zone of extrapolation. 
Transforming the proposed coverage metric into an intuitive indicator
The modified nearest-neighbor value yields a counterintuitive description of coverage that decreases as the number of experiments increases. To provide a more intuitive interpretation of coverage that can be straightforwardly integrated in the PMI, the metric value is transformed, utilizing the upper and lower bounds of the modified nearest-neighbor value.
The lower bound of the nearest-neighbor value (nnm min ) occurs if a validation experiment is located at each grid point, producing a metric value equal to 0. However, for the grid points to sufficiently represent the entire operational domain, there must be more grid points than validation experiments; therefore, as the number of validation experiments increases, the metric value asymptotically approaches 0.
The upper limit of the nearest-neighbor metric value (nnm max ) is achieved using only one validation experiment. For a rectangular domain, defined by the minimum and maximum values (i.e. ranges) of each input parameter, the location for an experiment that yields the worst coverage occurs at a corner of the domain. With a single experiment, the convex hull encompasses zero volume; hence, the extrapolation penalty is equal to the nearest distance between each grid point and validation experiment. The average distance between validation experiment and each grid point is equal to the integration of the distance from the validation experiment over the entire domain, divided by the multidimensional volume of the domain:
where Ω represents the multidimensional volume of the domain. For a rectangular domain as the grid is refined, the numerically obtained maximum value converges to the theoretical value from Eq. (5). This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 for a two-dimensional domain with the total number of grid points increasing from four to 40,000. In Fig. 8 , the numerical value converges to the theoretical value of 1.5304 as the grid is refined. As expected, the maximum metric value increases with increased dimensionality of the domain (see Fig. 9 ). The metric is transformed to range between zero and infinity with zero representing the poorest possible coverage and infinity representing perfect coverage. This transformation is accomplished using the following functional form:
Under this definition, when one experiment is located in the worst possible location, the coverage will equal zero. As more experiments are added at new, untested settings, the coverage will increase up to infinity. 
Incorporation of the proposed coverage metric in the predictive maturity index (PMI)
The PMI has been established as a quantitative and objective metric to evaluate predictive capabilities of numerical models and has been applied to for instance the Preston-Tonks-Wallace model of plastic deformation [3] , the Viscoplastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) material model [21] , and the nuclear fuel performance code, LIFEIV [22] . Recently modified by Stull et al. [9] , the PMI includes four attributes: coverage of the domain, η c , robustness to model parameter uncertainty, α S , scaled discrepancy bias, δ S , and model complexity, N K, as described in Eq. (7):
where ψ i are shown in Table 2 , with positive, user-defined coefficients γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , and γ 4 . The purpose of the gamma values is to weigh the effect of each attribute on the PMI. Note N R in Table 2 represents a reference number of knobs, or uncertain model parameters. As each attribute is bounded between 0 and 1, the PMI is naturally bounded between 0 and 1. The exponential or hyperbolic tangent functions in Table 2 are used to provide asymptotic limits between these bounds. The functional terms shown in Table 2 are designed around the coverage definition in Stull et al. [9] in which coverage is allowed to vary between 0 and infinity. This range is equal to the range for the proposed coverage metric and allows incorporation of the proposed coverage metric into the PMI in a straightforward manner. 5 
Demonstrating the use of coverage metric on a practical application
The proposed coverage metric is applied to quantify the coverage of the domain achieved by synthetic experiments selected through Batch Sequential Design. These synthetic experiments are used to calibrate the Viscoplastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) code for modeling stress-strain response and textural evolution of 5182 aluminum alloy.
VPSC material model
The VPSC code developed in [23] predicts plastic deformations considering both climb and glide dislocation at the singlecrystal level. The governing equation is written as [23] : 
where dε=dt denotes the strain rate, and s represents the stress applied to the crystal. The terms c s and s s o are the climb tensor and critical stress associated with climb, respectively. Similarly, m s and τ s o are the Schmid tensor and critical resolved shear stress associated with glide. In Eq. (8), n g is the glide stress exponent and n c is the climb stress exponent. The single crystal equation is summed over all active slip systems, N s . Finally, γ 0 is a normalization factor [23] . A large number of parameters are required to completely describe the crystallographic textures using weights associated with a partition of 3-D orientation space [21] . However, for calibration and validation purposes, the final textures can be characterized by two components: (i) intensity associated with a retained (001) cube texture and (ii) intensity associated with a (101) compression texture. The 001 and 101 poles represent corners of the inverse pole figure [21] .
The VPSC model has two control parameters (temperature and strain rate) and three outputs (stress-strain response, pole 001 texture, and pole 101 texture) that define the operational domain. Two calibration parameters (τ s o and s s o ) are found to exhibit a dependency on both temperature and strain rate and therefore are each replaced by four parameters that describe the functional relationship as explained in [21] . As a result, the VPSC model possesses 10 total calibration parameters. In [21] , the 10 calibration parameters are calibrated against physical validation experiments measuring stress at [9] .
Term
Definition
Under the Stull et al. [9] definition, a coverage value greater than 1 indicates that the coverage exceeds the dimensions of the domain. Hence, the Ψ 1 term is equal to 1 for all coverage values equal to or greater than 1. In the proposed coverage metric, a coverage value equal to 1 does not represent perfect coverage of the domain. Therefore, the condition that Ψ 1 equals 1 if the coverage equals or exceeds 1 is removed. a strain equal to 0.6, textural intensity of the 001 pole, and textural intensity of the 101 pole. In [24] , these calibrated values are considered to be "true" values to allow for a simulated Batch Sequential Design (BSD) study as discussed in the following section.
Selection of experimental settings through batch sequential design (BSD) for VPSC model
In BSD, information from available experiments is used to select the optimum (according to a predefined criterion) settings of future experiments sequentially in batches of user-selected sizes [11] . Numerous different criteria are available to be used in the optimization process of the BSD approach [25] . In application to the VPSC model, BSD is deployed to determine the optimal locations of experiments through use of the Euclidean distance EDIST criterion [24] . EDIST is a distance-based criterion that selects design settings that minimize the maximum correlation between discrepancy values of the proposed design and existing design.
The initial experimental settings (batch 0) as well as the BSD selected settings (batches 1-10) are shown in Fig. 10 . These experiments are simulated by running the VPSC code using the settings of control parameters (temperature and strain-rate) selected by BSD and the so-called exact values of the calibration parameters determined in [21] . With the addition of new experimental data, the model is recalibrated and the process is repeated until completion of the tenth batch. During model calibration, VPSC code is replaced with a fast-running Gaussian Process Model (GPM) emulator [2, 5] that is trained to approximate the input and output relationship of the VPSC code. When using an emulator, it is necessary to validate the accuracy of the trained emulator predictions for settings other than the training set (typically referred to as hold-out simulations) [26] . Fig. 11 demonstrates that accuracy of the GPM emulator used in our study through cross-validation for stress predictions at a strain equal to 0.6, where the holdout simulations and the GPM predictions show satisfactory agreement.
Coverage obtained through batch sequential design (BSD) selected experiments
In our application, the operational domain is defined by temperatures between 200 and 550 1C and strain-rates between 0.001 and 1 s À 1 [24] . The VPSC code predicts stress-strain response, texture 001 evolution and texture 101 evolution, and thus the metric value is determined for each output separately and then averaged [21] . In this application, the sensitivity of each control parameter to each of the three model outputs is determined by the spatial dependence parameter, β of the GPM emulator for each output separately. The β parameter describes the dependence of the output on each particular input; Holdout Simulations GPM Emulator Predictions Fig. 11 . Cross validation of the Gaussian process model used to substitute for simulations. therefore, a control parameter with greater influence on the output yields a larger β value than a control parameter with less influence. In this application, this sensitivity is determined after the tenth batch. Using the proposed metric, the coverage obtained considering all three outputs of the VPSC code is shown in Fig. 12 for each batch.
The coverage is also evaluated using the metrics presented in Hemez et al. [3] and Stull et al. [9] . The metric from Atamturktur et al. [8] is omitted, as the proposed metric is a close revision. The results using the Hemez et al. [3] metric are presented in Fig. 13 . Between second and third batches, as well as between fifth and ninth batches, the coverage is not affected by the addition of new validation experiments. This is because the validation experiments added in those batches are located inside the existing convex hull (recall Fig. 10) . In contrast, the coverage metric proposed herein yields improvement of coverage between every batch (Fig. 12) , recognizing the experiments located inside the convex hull.
Several alternative coverage values can be obtained using the Stull et al. [9] metric depending on the bound chosen by the expert (Fig. 14) . Accordingly, the convergent properties of the coverage may change. For example, assuming each experiment covers 45% of the domain in each dimension causes the coverage to reach a value of 1 (perfect coverage) after the sixth batch. However, if 25% bounds are used, the gain in coverage is nearly linear from the first batch to the tenth and a final coverage equal to 0.7959 is achieved after the tenth batch. In contrast, the coverage metric proposed herein is objective and thus insusceptible to the potential variability between the opinions of two experts.
Curse of dimensionality
In this section, the effect of dimensionality on the proposed metric is investigated and compared to existing metrics using purely mathematical functions.
Effect of dimensionality
As a constant number of experiments are used to cover a domain of increasing dimensionality, the coverage is expected to decrease as the density of experiments decreases. To investigate this phenomenon known as curse of dimensionality, domains ranging between two and ten dimensions are populated by 100 experiments selected using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The Stull et al. [9] metric is evaluated assuming 25% bounds around each experiment and the proposed coverage metric is evaluated using four grid points for each dimension to keep computational time reasonable at high dimensions. Sensitivity values of one are assumed for all dimensions. The analysis is repeated 50 times and coverage is computed for each using the proposed coverage metric as well as the Hemez et al. [3] and Stull et al. [9] metrics (Fig. 15 ).
In Fig. 15(a) , using the Hemez et al. [3] metric, the coverage quickly decreases. When eight dimensions are analyzed, only 2.5% of the domain is covered, and when 10 dimensions are being analyzed, only 0.3% of the domain is covered. Therefore, for a domain with 100 dimensions, the coverage achieved using the Hemez et al. [3] metric is nearly negligible. Similarly, the Stull et al. [9] metric displays a steep decline in coverage as the dimensionality increases and quickly becomes computationally prohibitive ( Fig. 15(b) ). 6 As with the Hemez et al. [3] and Stull et al. [9] metrics, the coverage metric proposed herein also suffers from the curse of dimensionality 7 , displaying a decreasing value as the number of dimensions increases ( Fig. 15(c) ). The rate of decrease in coverage is largest when the number of dimensions is low and the calculated coverage exhibits a slower rate of decrease as the dimensionality increases.
In short, Fig. 15 demonstrates that a greater number of experiments are required in a higher dimensional domain to achieve the same coverage as a lower dimensional domain, as expected. It must be noted that the Hemez et al. [3] metric requires a greater number of experiments than the number of dimensions to evaluate the metric. Therefore, it would not be possible to evaluate the Hemez et al. [3] metric if there were 10 or fewer experiments. On the other hand, the proposed coverage metric may be evaluated using as few as one experiment. Furthermore, the Stull et al. [9] metric poses computational constraints at higher dimensions. Therefore, for a high-dimensional domain with an equal or fewer number of experiments, the proposed coverage metric remains to be the only choice to evaluate the coverage.
Demonstrating the coverage of high-dimensional domain on the Rosenbrock function
The performance of the proposed coverage metric for a higher dimensional domain (i.e. 10 dimensional domain) is studied using the Rosenbrock function: 6 Data can only be collected for a large sample size for up to four dimensions due to the high computational cost at higher dimensions. Using an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU (Q9400) at 2.66 GHz with 4.00 GB memory, results for a single LHS design are obtained in 0.36, 1.38, and 88.4 seconds for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. Results for five dimensions cannot be obtained in under one hour. 7 For eight or more dimensions, the proposed coverage metric is evaluated assuming that the entirety of the domain is an extrapolative regime.
In Eq. (9) , N represents the number of dimensions while C k are user defined coefficients to weigh the effect of each input. Predictions generated by a two-level, full-factorial (2 10 ¼1024 runs) design of experiments are analyzed with an analysis-ofvariance (ANOVA) to determine the statistical significance of each input. A larger R 2 value indicates a parameter that exhibits greater influence. As such, the main effect R 2 value is scaled as a percentage and used as the sensitivity scaling factor for each dimension. Values of C k and results from the ANOVA are given in Table 3 .
Experimental data are generated from a LHS design. The proposed coverage metric is evaluated under the assumption that all grid points are penalized for extrapolation. The coverage calculations, repeated 50 times for different LHS designs, are shown in Fig. 16 .
The coverage metric proposed herein displays diminishing returns as the number of experiments increases. The increase in coverage from 1 experiment to 3 experiments is greater than the gain realized from increasing the number of experiments from 75 to 200. In other words, two experiments when the coverage is poor are more valuable to improving the coverage than 125 experiments after 75 experiments have already been conducted. Analysts may use a plot similar to Fig. 16 to help determine when the gains in coverage do not justify the cost of further experiments, thus when the experimental campaign should be terminated. The proposed coverage metric may be most useful for high-dimensional applications where the Hemez et al. [3] and Stull et al. [9] metrics experience limitations either in the form of high computational cost or the inability to evaluate the metric with fewer experiments than dimensions.
Conclusion
A quantitative metric is defined to assess the coverage provided by a set of validation experiments within an operational domain. The proposed coverage metric is designed around four criteria: (i) coverage should improve if a new validation experiment is conducted at new, untested settings within the domain, (ii) poorer coverage should result from a clustered arrangement of validation experiments that limits exploration to certain regions of the domain, than an equal number of validation experiments spread more evenly throughout the domain, (iii) coverage should distinguish between interpolation and extrapolation, and (iv) coverage should be objective, not subjective. This paper modifies the sensitivity adjusted nearest neighbor metric developed in Atamturktur et al. [8] to encourage experimental designs with validation experiments nearer the boundaries of the domain, thus reducing extrapolation. The authors also propose a transformation of the proposed coverage metric which allows the metric to be implemented in the Predictive Maturity Index (PMI). The proposed coverage metric is demonstrated on the multivariate Viscoplastic Self-Consistent code as well as a high-dimensional variant of the Rosenbrock function. The usefulness of the proposed coverage metric extends beyond implementation in the PMI. The metric can be used to directly compare multiple designs of experiments. Furthermore, the metric could be implemented as a Batch Sequential Design selection criterion to select the future settings of validation experiments. As a distance-based criterion, the metric could be combined with an index-based criterion to create a selection condition, similar to the Coverage Augmented Expected Improvement for Predictive Stability (C-EIPS) criterion developed in [24] , which simultaneously explores the entire domain and exploits regions with high variance in the discrepancy bias.
